
 

Tired of the default to-do list app? Memorigi Premium offers everything you could possibly want in a task manager, including
custom backgrounds, unlimited uploads, and tons of features. With an easy-to-navigate interface and friendly reminders, it's
never been easier to be productive. Download Memorigi Premium today! Memorigi is just the latest iteration of our original
task list app. We've made certain to include all your favorite features while adding even more goodies for you!

1) User Interface - Memorigi was designed with user experience in mind. The sleek new look makes navigating through tasks a
breeze. Don't worry, the dark theme is still available. 2) Chrome Extension - Did you know that you can now use Memorigi
Premium with your favorite Chrome Extension? Features include: - Ability to Use Memorigi Premium on multiple devices -
Offline Use - No need to update app every time you connect to the internet. Just stay logged in and use access your tasks! -
Custom Backgrounds - Choose from over 40+ backgrounds! Change them however you like. 3) Task List - The task list allows
you to manage all of your tasks directly from the application itself, keeping everything in one central location. 4) Reminders -
Memorigi Premium can be your secret to a productive life. Reminders are a great way to stay on top of things and allow you to
get in the habit of keeping your tasks straight in your mind. 5) Automatic Tasks - There's no need to always look up a task in the
task list. Use the automatic tasks feature and Memorigi will keep track and complete your tasks for you! 6) Notifications - Even
though you're busy, it's still important that Memorigi can notify you when one of your tasks is due. Using the notification
feature your given several options to turn on. - Notification Duration - You can choose whether or not you want notification for
upcoming tasks for a limited time, or indefinitely. - Notification Style - You can choose between text, speech, nudge, and pop-
up. - Email Notifications - You can choose to receive emails for upcoming tasks. 7) Upload Backgrounds - Upload your own
backgrounds and make Memorigi look however you like! 8) Customise Look - Did we mention that Memorigi Premium is
customizable? Customise the way it looks however you like. 9) Search & Filter Tasks - Tired of a cluttered to-do list? Use the
search and filter features in Memorigi to keep your tasks in tip top shape! 10) User Authentication with Google Oauth2 - Even
though your using Memorigi through a web browser, you can still have access to your tasks when you need them.
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